
Math 60, Homework 3.1 Name:

In exercises 1 - 9 odd, use the formula for simple interest.

1) You deposit $4000 in a savings account, which has a rate of 4%. Find the interest at the end
of the first year.

3) You invest $20,000 in two accounts paying 7% and 8% annual interest. How much should be
invested at each rate if the total interest earned for the year is to be $1520?

5) A bank loaned out $120,000, part of it at the rate of 8% annual mortgage interest and the
rest at the rate of 18% annual credit card interest. The interest received on both loans
totaled $10,000. How much was loaned at each rate?



7) You invest $6000 in two accounts paying 6% and 9% annual interest. At the end of the year,
the accounts earn the same interest. How much was invested at each rate?

9) Your grandmother needs your help. She has $50,000 to invest. Part of this money is to be
invested in noninsured bonds paying 15% annual interest. The rest of this money is to be
invested in a government-insured certificate of deposit paying 7% annual interest. She told
you that she requires a total of $6000 per year in extra income from these investments. How
much money should be placed in each investment?

In exercises 11 - 17 odd, use the formula for solutions.

11) A 20 milliliter solution of acid in water contains 30% acid. How much acis is in the solution?
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13) A lab technician needs to mix a 5% fungicide solution with a 10% fungicide solution to
obtain a 50-liter mixture consisting of 8% fungicide. How many liters of each of the fungicide
solutions must be used?

15) How many ounces of a 15% alcohol solution must be mixed with 4 ounces of a 20% alcohol
solution to make a 17% alcohol solution?
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17) At the north campus of a performing arts school, 10% of the students are music majors. At
the south campus, 90% of the students are music majors. The campuses are merged into one
east campus. If 42% of the 1000 students at the east campus are music majors, how many
students did each of the north and south campuses have before the merger?

In exercises 19 - 25 odd, use the motion formula.

19) Two cyclists, one averaging 10 miles per hour and the other 12 miles per hour, start from the
same town at the same time. If they travel in opposite directions, after how long will they be
66 miles apart?
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21) Two trucks leave a ware house at the same time, traveling in opposite directions. The rate of
the faster truck exceeds that of the slower truck by 5 miles per hour. After 5 hours, they are
600 miles apart. What are the rates of the trucks?

23) New York City and Washington, D.C., are about 240 miles apart. A car leaves New York
City traveling toward Washington, D.C., at 55 miles per hour. At the same time, a bus leaves
Washington D.C., bound for New York City at 45 miles per hour. How long will it take
before they meet?
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25) A bus traveled at an average rate of 50 miles per hour and then reduced its average rate to
40 miles per hour for the rest of the trip. If the 220-mile trip took 5 hours, determine how
long the bus traveled at each rate.

In problems 29 and 33, these problems are slightly different than those we’ve gone over. However,
give them a shot and see what you come up with. I’ll go over them next class.

29) how many pounds of cashews selling for $7.40 per pound must be mixed with 6 pounds of
peanuts selling for $2.60 per pound to create a mixture that sells for $5.80 per pound?
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33) A bank teller cashed a check for $200 using $5 bills and $10 bills. The teller handed 25 more
$5 bills than $10 bills to the customer. Determine how many bills of each denomination were
handed to the customer.
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